
FULL GLASS SLIDING DOOR-LEAVES WITH STEEL TACTILE STUDS

FULL GLASS DOOR-LEAVES

DOOR-FRAME WITH PANORAMIC DOOR SIDE INFILL

ROUND PANORAMIC DOOR-LEAVES

DOOR-FRAMES & AUTOMATIC DOOR-LEAVES
AUTOMATIC GLASS DOUBLE-LEAF DOOR DOOR-LEAVES:

• Telescopic door-leaves
• Opposite door-leaves
• Wooden-clad door-leaves 
• Folding door-leaves with lever 
• Class EI Fire Resistant Door-leaves

DOOR-FRAMES AND AUTOMATIC DOOR-LEAVES

DOOR-FRAMES WITH 
DOOR-SIDE INFILL

PANORAMIC DOOR-LEAF CHAMBRANLE (door-frame surrounding part)

MOTORISED SWING DOOR FOLDING DOOR IN ANODISED 
ALUMINIUM OR IN STEEL



LANDING DOOR-FRAMES & LANDING DOORS

DOOR-FRAMES AND MANUAL SWING DOORS
DOORS:
• Wooden-clad or steel-clad doors
• Armoured doors with European cylinder
• Automatic doors
• Class EI Fire Resistant Doors

WINDOWLESS DOOR* WINDOWED DOOR*

*Steel sheet powder-coating available in the RAL colour of the customer’s choice.

PANORAMIC DOOR*

PANORAMIC DOOR IN NATURAL 
ANODISED ALUMINIUM

FULL GLASS PANORAMIC DOOR 
WITH STEEL-CLAD DOOR-FRAME OF 

THE CUSTOMER’S CHOICE

WOODEN-CLAD DOOR

CMAlifts’ craftsmanship and attention to 
details is also applied to the production of 
door-frames and automatic doors.

All solutions are designed to meet the most 
specific market demands: from elegant 
creations in full glass to automatic double-
leaf glass doors. 

CMAlifts door-frames and doors integrate 
perfectly within the architectural context of 
the place in which they are to be installed, as 
well as are a guarantee of greater efficiency 
over time.

ACCESSORIES

Automatic swing
door operator
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Standard door-handle Door handle bar
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CMAlifts was founded in January 2001, further to an ambitious idea by the brothers Messrs Giulio and 
Gaetano Caputo, with a mission centred on the model of an industrial company with a craftsman’s heart, 
which manufactures homelifts, passenger lifts and elevators for civil and industrial use, focusing on customer 
care, product quality, personnel safety, and environmental safeguard.
It is an industrial manufacturer whose craftsman’s heart has been retained to such an extent that it can mix 
the most futuristic hi-tech solutions with the creativity and excellence of its skilled workers.
CMAlifts’ reference marketplace has no boundaries. Deeply rooted in the national Italian territory, CMAlifts 
is a leading player in Europe, North Africa, Middle-East and Australia. The constant increase in orders from 
foreign trades has been the result of a widespread presence at national and international trade fairs.
Strengthened by the experience gained over time, specific technical and design demands are assessed and 
addressed with extreme care and expertise. Solutions are shaped together with customers, with a working 
method that distinguishes each phase: order management, design, production, and on-site delivery by 
means of its own means of transport.

CE marking for steel structures in 
compliance with EN 1090-1:2009 + A1:2011 
and FPC-1370 CPR-1419 Standards.


